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Let | be a closed 1-form on a compact surface M. A non-wandering flow on M
is given by the vector field v whose inner product iv | is again a closed 1-form. For
such flows we establish a topological invariant which is a graph endowed with the
rotation and the weight functions. It is shown that this graph is a discrete invariant
which classifies the non-wandering flows. Conversely, for an abstractly given set of
such invariants we solve a realization problem.  2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Point x # M is called a non-wandering point of flow ,t if for any
neighborhood U of x it holds U & ,t (U){< for any T>0 and some t
such that |t|>T. When all points of a flow are non-wandering, then the
flow is called a non-wandering flow. The Hamiltonian flows, the area-pre-
serving flows and the mixing flows are examples of the non-wandering
flows, cf. Katok and Hasselblatt [2]. The non-wandering flows on a sur-
face are given by the closed 1-forms on the surface. Non-wandering
property of a flow is the weak form of stability, known alias as a Poisson
stability. The latter is responsible for stability of the Solar System, the fact
which was first recognized by H. Poincare .
A quasiminimal set (or a Q-set for brevity) is defined to be the closure
of a non-periodic recurrent trajectory of the non-wandering flow ,t taken
in the topology of the Hausdorff space M. Q-sets decompose M into ‘‘non-
planar’’ regions filled-up with the non-periodic recurrent trajectories; the
total number of Q-sets cannot exceed g if M is an orientable surface of
genus g, and ( p&1)2 if M is a non-orientable surface of genus p, cf. Maier
[3]. (The case of the sphere, the projective plane and the Klein bottle must
be excluded by absence of the recurrent trajectories on such surfaces, cf
Markley [4].)
In the present note we establish a global invariant of non-wandering
flows, which is a graph formed by the boundaries of quasiminimal sets of
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the flow. This graph is sensitive to the topological equivalence of non-
wandering flows near their separatrix contours1. This invariant we call a
ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graph of the non-wandering flow. We describe
the set of all ‘‘admissible’’ ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graphs; every ele-
ment of such a set is realized by a non-wandering flow on a compact
surface M.
The structure of the article is as follows. Section 1 contains a preliminary
information on the graphs, the surfaces and the embeddings of the graphs
into the surfaces. In Section 2 we discuss known results about the non-
wandering flows on the compact surfaces, both orientable or not. Sections
3 and 4 are reserved for the classification of elementary and non-elementary
cells of non-wandering flows. In Section 5 the equivalence and realization
theorems for the ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graphs are formulated. The
proof of both statements can be found in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7
we consider a particular casethe Hamiltonian flows on 2-manifolds.
1. TOPOLOGY OF 2-MANIFOLDS
A CW-complex is an ascending sequence
X 0/X1/X2/ } } }
of closed subspaces of a Hausdorff space X such that X0 is a discrete space
and each Xn is obtained from X n&1 by an adjunction of cells of dimension
n>0. It is supposed that X=n=0 X
n and X together with the subspaces
Xn have the weak topology: a subset A/X is closed if and only if A & e q
is closed for each q-cell eq. An n-dimensional CW-complex is CW-complex
which admits no cells of dimension >n.
The 1-dimensional CW-complex K1(X) is called a graph. The topological
structure on K 1(X) consists of a Hausdorff space X and a closed discrete
subspace X0; a point of X0 is called a vertex of X. The complementary set
X"X0 is a disjoint union of open subsets ei ; every ei is homeomorphic to
an open interval I/R and is called an edge of X. For each edge ei its
boundary ei is a subset of X0 consisting either of one or two points; in
case ei consists of two points, the set e i is homeomorphic to a closed
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1 We call this equivalence relation a graphequivalence. The graphequivalence conjugates
two non-wandering flows at the separatrix contours and ‘‘forgets’’ the equivalence between the
quasiminimal sets. On the quasiminimal sets the equivalence depends on a continuous
invariant, which is called a ‘‘rotation number’’ if g=1 and a ‘‘homotopy rotation class’’ if
g>0, cf [5]. Of course, the graph-equivalence is weaker than the topological equivalence
between the flows. However, in some cases (e.g., for the Hamiltonian flows) these two notions
coincide.
interval I =[0, 1]/R; in case ei consists of one point, the set e i is
homeomorphic to the unit circle S1.
Let X and X$ be two finite graphs. A graph map f : X  X$ consists of a
vertex function fV: VX  VX$ and an edge function fE: EX  EX$ such that
the incidence structure is preserved. If X is an oriented graph (an orgraph)
we demand also that f preserves orientation at every edge. A graph map
f : X  X$ between two graphs X and X$ is called an isomorphism if both
its vertex function fV and edge function fE are one-to-one and onto (surjec-
tive). Two graphs X and X$ are called isomorphic if there exists an
isomorphism f : X  X$.
Let u, v # V be the vertices of a graph X. A walk w on X from u to v of
a length n means an alternating sequence of vertices and directed edges,
such that the initial vertex v0=u and the final vertex vn=v for i=1, ..., n.
If u{v the walk is called open, otherwise it is closed. An open walk is
called a path if all its vertices are distinct. A path on X such that its initial
vertex coincides with its final vertex is called a cycle on X.
By a surface one usually understands a 2-dimensional (real) compact
manifold. We deal both with the orientable and non-orientable surfaces.
The orientable surfaces are described by a genus g0 which counts the
number of ‘‘handles’’ glued into the sphere S2. The non-orientable surfaces
are classified by a positive number p which counts the cross-caps glued into
the sphere.
An embedding i: X  M of a graph X into a surface M is a 1-1 con-
tinuous map of the topological space X, taken as a 1-complex K1(X ), into
the topological space M. Two embeddings i1 and i2 of X in a surface M are
equivalent if there exists a homeomorphism h: M  M such that h b i1=i2
(in other words, h brings the image i1(X ) to the image i2(X )).
If one takes an embedding i: X  M of a connected graph X in M, then
the set M"i(X ) is a union of open regions Vm . Clearly, gluing up handles
to each Vm , it is possible to obtain embeddings of X into the surfaces of
an arbitrary high genus. An embedding i: X  M is called 2-cell (or
cellular), if all open regions Vm are homeomorphic to an open disc. If the
region Vm is homeomorphic to an open disc with a finite number of glued
handles or cross-caps, the embedding is called non-cellular. In what follows, we
shall specify explicitly in each case the type of embedding we are dealing with.
Denote by i : X  M a 2-cell embedding of an orgraph X into a surface
M. Let N"i(X )=F1 _ } } } _ Fm be a union of open disc regions in M.
The dual graph X*, associated to i, is a graph with the vertex set
VX*=[F1 , ..., Fm]. An edge e* # EX* between F i and F j should be drawn
(case i= j is not excluded), if and only if there is an edge e # EX between
Fi and F j , i.e. eF i & F j .
A local rotation of a vertex v is an oriented cyclic order (defined up to
the cyclic permutations) of all edges incident to v. (Local rotation of
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1-valent vertices is uniquely defined and is called trivial.) A rotation system
R (or, simply, a rotation) of a graph X is the union of all local rotations
over all vertices of X. Rotations give rise to a certain system of faces
(# cycles) on X.
The following face tracing algorithm allows rhe determination of all faces
of a graph X corresponding to rotation R. Take an arbitrary vertex
v1 # V(X ) and an edge av1 , incident to v1 . Let v2 be a vertex of X, con-
nected with v1 by the edge av2 and let bv2 be an edge of the vertex v2 , which
lies to the right2 in the cyclic order from av1 . Moving along the edge bv2 to
a vertex v3 , we shall define an edge cv3 , which lies to the right from bv2 .
Proceeding inductively, we stop the process at an edge zvn if two forthcom-
ing edges will be again av1 and bv2 . Hereby a cycle av1 , bv2 , ..., zvn of a length
n, which defines a face F1 on X, will be traced. For tracing a next face F2
one should start with an edge which lies to the right of any edge of the face
F1 and such, that a corner between them did not occur in F1and apply
the above construction. All faces F1 , F2 , ..., Fm on X will be traced, when
there remain no unused corners.
Proposition 1 ([1]). Let X be a finite graph endowed with a rotation
system R. Then there exists a 2-cell embedding of X into a surface M such
that one of two rotations, induced by this embedding, coincides with R.
Moreover, two embeddings are equivalent if and only if they have equivalent
rotation systems.
Each embedding i : X  M induces a pair of rotation systems R and R*,
where R* is a mirror image of R (i.e can be obtained from R by reversing
of the cyclic order of all local rotations). The corresponding embeddings
i(X ) and i*(X ) are conjugate by a homeomorphism h : M  M, which is
not close to idM .
2. NON-WANDERING FLOWS
Let M be a compact two-dimensional manifold. A continuous mapping
,t : M_R  M is called a flow on M if, for all x # M and for all s, t # R the
it holds: (i) ,0(x)=x and (ii) ,s+t (x)=,s(,t (x)).
A set O(x)=[,t (x) | t # R] is called an orbit of ,t passing through the
point x # M. The forward (backward) orbit of ,t through x is defined to be
a set O+=[,t (x) | t0] (O&=[,t (x) | t0]). Clearly, O(x)=O&(x) _
O+(x). The limit behavior of every point x # M moving by the action of in
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2 If one allows both right and left turns, then the system of faces on the graph defines a
non-orientable surface. Thus, the algorithm is equally valid for the embeddings into the non-
orientable surfaces.
a flow ,t is described by its :- and |-limit sets, which is given by
:(x)=limt  & ,t (x) and |(x)=limt  + ,t (x), respectively.
Point x # M is a singularity of a flow ,t if ,t (x)=x for all t # R. If
,T (x)=x for some non-vanishing value of T and x is not a singularity,
then O(x) is a periodic orbit of the flow ,t. Finally, if O+(x):(x)
(O&(x)|(x)) then O(x) is called positively (negatively) recurrent. The
orbit O(x) is recurrent if it is both positively and negatively recurrent. A
recurrent orbit of a flow ,t different from a closed orbit or a singularity is
called a non-trivial recurrent orbit. By a quasiminimal set or Q-set of a flow
,t one understands the closure of a non-trivial recurrent orbit of the flow
,t taken in the topology of the Hausdorff space M. If a Q-set of flow ,t
coincides with M, then ,t is called a highly transitive flow.
A point x # M is said to be a non-wandering point of flow ,t if for any
neighborhood U of x it holds U & ,t (U){< for any T>0 and some t
such that |t|>T. If all points x # M are non-wandering points of a flow ,t,
,t is called a non-wandering flow. The non-wandering flows are topologi-
cally equivalent to the flows defined by a closed differential 1-form on M.
Proposition 2 ([2], [5]). Let M be a compact surface, orientable or
non-orientable. If ,t is a non-wandering flow on M, then M can be represented
as a union M=M1 _ } } } _ Mk of regions with pairwise disjoint interiors and
such that the boundary of each Mi is a (connected ) union of separatrix cycles
of ,t. The interior of Mi ’s is either of the following:
(i) a disc region with the center-type singularity;
(ii) an annulus filled-up with the periodic trajectories;
(iii) a Mo bius strip filled-up with the periodic trajectories;
(iv) a quasiminimal set Qi .
Moreover, there are four exceptional cases: Mi is a sphere with an equatorial
flow (in this case M=S2); a projective plane P2 with a center, filled-up with
the periodic trajectories (in this case M=P2); a torus T 2 filled-up with the
periodic trajectories (in this case M=T 2); or, finally, a Klein bottle K2
filled-up with the periodic trajectories (in this case M=K2).
It is not hard to see that item (iii) happens when only M is a non-orien-
table surface. Each quasiminimal set of item (iv) can be blown-down (by
squeezing its boundary) to a highly transitive flow; since there exists
countably many highly transitive flows, the same is true for the ‘‘elementary
cells’’ of non-wandering flows. This fact is in a sharp contrast to the
MorseSmale flows where only a finite number of ‘‘elementary cells’’ is
possible, cf. [5].
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Note that the non-wandering flows cannot have exceptional quasiminimal
set, i.e. sets homeomorphic to the Cantor set multiplied by R. (The latter can
be obtained from a Q-set by blowing-up of a finite number of trajectories.) If
they could, the points lying in the complementary to Cantor cells would not
satisfy the condition U & ,t (U){<, so that ,t would have wandering points.
3. CLASSIFICATION OF ELEMENTARY CELLS
The boundary of a quasiminimal set consists in general of the several
connected components. By an elementary cell of the quasiminimal set one
understands a connected component of its boundary. Unlike the Morse
Smale flows, the elementary cells of the quasiminimal set cannot bound a
disc region.
To give an idea of the variety of elementary cells, let us consider the
following construction. If ,t is a highly transitive flow on M, any of its
2n-prong saddles can be blown-up to a circle with the 2n saddle points on
it. The resulting manifold with the boundary M&S1 can be interpreted as
a quasiminimal set Q of the modified flow , t, supported by the region
M _ M. The elementary cell of Q coincides in this case with the boundary
M. Moreover, we have to admit that the saddle points at M can freely
move and merge in the different (combinatorial) ways. These operations
give us new elementary cells. Roughly speaking, the classification of
elementary cells of the Q-sets boils down to calculation of the blowing-ups
and the homotopies of the 2n-prong saddle points of the highly transitive
flows. The result can be expressed by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let Q be a quasiminimal set, obtained from a highly transitive
flow on a compact surface M by the blowing-up of the saddle points. Then
the boundary component of Q is one of the types shown in Fig. 1. Each entry
of Fig. 1 is either a 2n-gon, n1, or obtained from a 2n-gon by the contrac-
tion of a certain number of its sides.
Proof. According to item (iv) of Proposition 2 and the remark above,
every Q-set is produced from a highly transitive flow on a surface of genus
g>0. Such a flow has 2n-prong saddles as the singularity set. Taking cer-
tain number of the saddles and then blowing them up, one gets a
quasiminimal set whose boundary consists of the 2n-gons (n can vary). A
symbolic description of the elementary cells arising in this way is given by
the formula:
E=E11 } } } 1 .
2n
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FIG. 1. Elementary cells.
The sides of the 2n-gons are allowed to contract in different (com-
binatorial) manner, which gives us a bunch of new elementary cells. To sort
the possible cases, we write down these cells in the form
E= Em1m2 } } } mk ,
m1+m2+ } } } +mk=2n
where m1m2 } } } mk is a sequence of positive integers defined up to a cyclic
permutation and such that every mj is equal to the ‘‘multiplicity’’ of vertex
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of the contracted polygon. The order between mj corresponds to the order
of vertices in the polygon. The results of Fig. 1 follow. K
4. AMALGAMATION OF ELEMENTARY CELLS
The elementary cells are the building blocks for ‘‘non-elementary’’ cells,
which are obtained as superposition of the elementary cells. To see when
and why such a superposition could arise, let us consider the simplest
example.
Suppose that ,t1 and ,
t
2 are highly transitive flows on torus with a fake
(2-prong) saddle. We blow-up the fake saddle to the cell E11 (Fig. 1) and
next, by the homotopy, to the cell E2 . One can glue-up the two copies of
torus in two topologically distinct ways:
(1) either the vertex of the first copy of E2 identifies with the vertex
of the second copy of E2 ,
(2) or the vertex of the first copy of E2 is different from the vertex of
the second copy of E2 .
Operation (1) and (2) is called an amalgamation. We write it symbolically as
E1C(1) E2 E2C(2) E2
where the subscripts (1) and (2) indicate the different ways the amalgama-
tion can go. Note also, that these amalgamations can be done because the
direction of flow on the sides of the elementary cells is coherent. We must
remember that
E4 {E1C(1) E2 E22 {E2C(2) E2 .
Not every pair of elementary cells of Fig. 1 can be amalgamated to each
other. To answer the question when two elementary cells can be amalga-
mated (in at least one way), one needs the notion of a normal form.
Definition 1. The elementary cells Em1m2 } } } mk and Em$1m$2 } } } m$k are said to
be equivalent if and only if
m $1=m1 mod 2
m $2=m2 mod 2
b
m $k=mk mod 2.
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By a normal form of the elementary cell Em1m2 } } } mk one understands an
equivalent cell whose subscripts are either 0 or 1. Moreover, we drop in the
normal form the subscripts 0 and we complete Fig. 1 by the cell E=E00 } } } 0
which we call a NovikovLevitt cell3.
Lemma 2. Two elementary cells of Fig. 1 can be amalgamated to each
other if and only if they have the same normal form.
Proof. Let Em1m2 } } } mk be an elementary cell of Fig. 1. The vertex
v # Em1m2 } } } mk is called semi-stable if it does not change the direction of flow
on the adjacent edges. The vertex is semi-stable if and only if the multi-
plicity of the vertex is
mj=0 mod 2.
All other vertices of Em1m2 } } } mk will be stable in the sense that they change
the orientation of flow on the adjacent edges. It happens if and only if the
multiplicity is
mj=1 mod 2.
If one eliminates the semi-stable vertices in the elementary cell and
prescribes subscript 1 to every stable vertex, then one gets the elementary
cell E2n=E11 } } } 1 or the NovikovLevitt cell.
The amalgamation of two cells Em1m2 } } } mk and Em$1 m$2 } } } m$k is possible if
and only if their normal forms E2n coincide. The latter is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the pair of cells to be glued-up keeping the orienta-
tion on the identified sides. Lemma follows. K
The cells, obtained from the elementary cells of Fig. 1 by the pairwise
amalgamations, are called non-elementary cells. Every non-elementary cell
is obtained as a superposition of two elementary cells in which stable ver-
tices of one cell go to the stable vertices of the second cell, while the semi-
stable vertices are identified in an arbitrary waythey may be glued-up to
each other, or to the points lying on the edges of the cell.
5. MAIN RESULTS
Remark 1. Let Ai and Ni be the annuli and the Mo bius strips of a non-
wandering flow ,t, see items (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2. One can
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3 Such cells were discovered by S. Novikov in the context of compact leaf theorem for folia-
tions on the three-dimensional sphere. Later on G. Levitt studied this type of cells under the
name of totally anti-symmetric separatrix cycles. It was shown by the same author that these
cycles play important role in the decomposition of non-wandering flows.
‘‘squeeze’’ each Ai to a single circle by identification of its boundary com-
ponents. Each Ni can be replaced by a circle, which is central circle of the
Mo bius strip. The ‘‘elementary cells’’ of the modified flow will be either of
the type (i) or (iv), cf. Proposition 2.
Let ,t be a non-wandering flow on a surface M. By a ground surface of
,t one understands a compact surface G, produced from M by cutting
along the boundaries of all Q-sets of ,t, and the consequent gluing of the
disc regions D’s into the obtained holes. If * is a connected sum of the
manifolds,
G=\M> .(i ) Qi+ *(k) Dk .
Lemma 3. Let ,t be a non-wandering flow and let X be a maximal con-
nected graph which separates the Q-sets of ,t. Then G is homeomorphic to
the surface of minimal genus, such that the embedding X  G is a cellular
embedding. Moreover, G is orientable if and only if the number of Ni -cells
is even (including 0) and non-orientable for the otherwise.
Proof. To every finite graph X there corresponds a non-negative integer
g0 ( p>0) equal to the genus of orientable (non-orientable) surface in
which X can be embedded in a 2-cell way. Since X separates the Q-sets of
,t, lemma follows. K
By the orgraph X of a non-wandering flow one understands an orgraph
(disconnected, in general) with the vertex set VX consisting of the saddle
points lying on the boundaries of the Q-sets, and the edge set EX consisting
of the saddle separatrices which connect these saddle points. An (oriented)
incidence structure on X is established as follows: a pair of vertices
v1 , v2 # VX is joined by an edge e # EX if and only if there is a separatrix
lying on the boundary of a Q-set and going from the saddle point, repre-
senting v1 to the saddle point, representing v2 . The orientation on e coincides
with the flow orientation on the respective separatrix. Moreover, one marks
cycles of X obtained as a result of homotopy of Remark 1; to each cycle
we prescribe weight +1 if the ‘‘squeezed region’’ was an annulus and
weight &1 if it was a Mo bius strip. A rotation R on the orgraph X is
defined to be one of two rotations R, R* corresponding to the embedding
of X into the ground surface G.
If X* is a dual graph corresponding to the embedding of X into G, then
by a weight function + one understands a surjective mapping
+ : VX*  [+1 , ..., +m]
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of the vertex set of the dual graph X* onto a finite set of non-negative
integer numbers. If Qi is a quasiminimal set then function + takes one and
the same value on each boundary component of Qi ; moreover, this value
is equal to the ‘‘genus’’ +i>0 of Qi . We set +i=0 if and only if the cell is
a disc filled-up with the periodic trajectories, see item (i) of Proposition 2.
(In other words, + shows how to glue handles into the ground surface G
and what ‘‘genus’’ each particular handle must have.)
Definition 2. The ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graph of non-wandering
flow ,t is an orgraph X taken together with the rotation function R and the
weight function +. We denote the ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graph by
XR+ .
By an isomorphism $ of the ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graphs one
understands an equivalence relation on the set [X R+ ] identifying those
graphs whose:
(i) Oriented incidence structure and collection of the weighted
marked cycles are isomorphic;
(ii) Rotation systems are equivalent;
(iii) Weight functions coincide.
Theorem 1. The non-wandering flows ,t1 and ,
t
2 are graph-equivalent
(see footnote 1) if and only if their ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graphs are
isomorphic, X R+ $Y
R
+ .
An admissible ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graph XR+ consists of: (i) a
finite orgraph X, which may be disconnected; (ii) a rotation system R such
that every cycle C/X traced by R is isomorphic to one of the elementary
cells of Fig. 1, or to a non-elementary cell obtained by amalgamation of the
elementary cells; (iii) a finite number of cycles of weight \1; such cycles
correspond to the NovikovLevitt elementary cells; (iv) finally, a weight
function + which is subjected to the following restriction: k1+
1
2 (ni&1), where +
&1(k)=[faces: 2ni -gons] is the ‘‘level set’’ of +. One
should add to the admissible graphs those ‘‘exceptional’’ cases of Proposi-
tion 2: a digraph corresponding to the sphere, a simple loop graph corre-
sponding to the projective plane, a ‘‘positive’’ one-point graph correspond-
ing to the torus and a ‘‘negative’’ one-point graph corresponding to the
Klein bottle.
Theorem 2. Let X R+ be arbitrary ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graph
isomorphic to an admissible graph XR+ . Then there exists non-wandering flow
on a compact 2-dimensional manifold whose ConleyLyapunovPeixoto
graph coincides with X R+ .
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6. PROOF
6.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Necessary conditions. Let two non-wandering flows , t1 , ,
t
2 on M be
conjugate by a homeomorphism h. Consider a restriction of h : M  M to
the set Sep , t1 [ Sep ,
t
2 which establishes an isomorphism of the respec-
tive orgraphs, X$Y. The equivalence of rotation systems RX , RY follows
from the fact that h preserves a ‘‘corner structure’’ associated with the
embeddings iX : X  M and iY : Y  M. Finally, the coincidence of weight
functions +X , +Y is an implication of the restriction h : M"GX  M"GY
where GX , GY are ground surfaces for , t1 and ,
t
2 , respectively.
Sufficient conditions. Let X R+ $Y R+ . One must construct a homeo-
morphism h : M  M which conjugates flows ,t1 and ,
t
2 . Actually it means
that h should be constructed between the ‘‘restriction’’ of flows ,t1 , ,
t
2 to
the ground surface GX #GY (last identity follows from X$Y and RX tRY).
Next it will remain to attach the necessary number of handles of given
genus to the faces of G according to the weight function +X #+Y .
(i) First one constructs h which realizes the equivalence of two
embeddings iX , iY : X  G defined by rotation systems RX tRY . First let
us prove a lemma.
Lemma 4. Let iX , iY : X  G be two embeddings of X with the corre-
sponding rotation systems RX and RY . If RY tRX or RY tR*X then the dual
graphs X* and Y* defined by iX and iY are isomorphic: X*$Y*.
Proof. According to the face tracing algorithm rotations RX and RY
generate on X the following systems of cycles F (i )1 , ..., F
(i )
m , i=1, 2 which
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Since RX tRY (R*X) two systems of cycles F (1)j and F (2)j (which are the
vertices of X* and Y*) will be the same so that one easily establishes a
vertex function fV : F (1)i  F
(2)
j on the dual graphs.
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l which is the edge of the dual graph X
*. Proceeding
similarly with F (2)k$ and F
(2)





between the dual graphs X* and Y*. Since f =fV _ fE an isomorphism f
is established. K
Let G0=G"O(VX) be a surface with a boundary, obtained from G by
removing small open neighborhoods O(VX) of vertices of X in the given
2-cell embedding X  G. Let us consider the union of the disc regions
D1 _ } } } _ Dm $G0 such that D i & D j # EX (i{ j ) intersect only at the
edges of X.
Lemma 5. The dual graph X* can be obtained by a homotopy of G0 in
which Di are transformed into the vertices of X* and the set D i & D j
corresponds to the edges of X*.
Proof. One easily constructs a homotopy ht: G0_I  G0 , t # I, such that
h0=idG0 , h1(G0)=X
*. K
To finish the proof of part (i) one must invert the homotopy ht and
modify the homeomorphism h0 : X*  Y* on the dual graphs, so as to
obtain a homeomorphism h1 : G0  G0 ; this is detailedly done in [5]. It
remains to fix h=h1 and extend it to the whole G by ‘‘squeezing’’ the holes
O(VX) to the vertex points of X. The homeomorphism h is the required
one; it conjugates the two embeddings iX , iY : X  G of the graph X into
the surface G.
(ii) It remains now to extend h to M using the identity of weight
functions +X #+Y . Since the weight function + (common for both flows)
indicates faces of G in which the handles of a prescribed genus are glued,
one can uniquely restore M upon the ground surface G. The genus of M
is completely defined by +; it is a trivial exercise to extend the
homeomorphism h given on the ground surface G to a homeomorphism on
M. To finish the proof one must contract M near the ‘‘marked’’ separatrix
cycles (see Remark 1) of t1 , 
t





Theorem 1 is proven. K
6.2. Proof of Theorem 2
Necessary conditions. Let ,t : M_R  M be a non-wandering flow on
M. It is an easy exercise to check that the ConleyLyapunovPeixoto
orgraph X R+ is admissible.
Sufficient conditions. Let X R+ be an orgraph X with a rotation system R
and a weight function + isomorphic to an admissible ConleyLyapunov
Peixoto orgraph XR+ . First a ground surface G and a 2-cell embedding
X  G will be constructed. Next, using the basic properties of the weight
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function +, a surface M will be recovered upon G, so that we will have an
embedding X  M which is not a 2-cell embedding. Finally, starting with
the axioms of admission, a non-wandering flow t: M_R  M will be con-
structed. Further we modify flow t near the ‘marked’ separatrix cycles (if
any) of the graph X, see Remark 1.
(i) Let us apply Heffter’s Theorem (Proposition 1) to the orgraph
X endowed with rotation R. There exists an orientable surface, say G, for
which X  G is a 2-cell embedding. We claim that G is a ground surface for
a non-wandering flow t. Indeed, all faces of X  G can be considered as
the discs Dk glued into ‘‘holes’’ which remain after the deleting of the
‘‘handles’’ carrying Q-sets of t.
(ii) Let +: VX*  [+1 , ..., +m] be a weight function, associated with
the orgraph X R+ . Take a level set




which corresponds to a ‘‘handle’’ of the genus +1 glued into the faces
v(1)1 , ..., v
(1)
k1
of the embedding X  G. Likewise, we take the level set +&1(2)
of the weight function + and glue-up a handle of genus +2 into the faces
v(2)1 , ..., v
(2)
k2
of the embedding X  G. Proceeding inductively, we stop at the
level set +&1(m) gluing-up a handle of genus +m into the faces v (m)1 , ..., v
(m)
km






where g0 is a genus of the ground surface G. Clearly, M is a required
surface with a non-cellular embedding X  M. Note that by virtue of (1)
surface M is uniquely defined by the weight function +.
(iii) Finally, let X  M be a non-cellular embedding of the orgraph
X into the surface M. A non-wandering flow t: M_R  M is constructed
as follows. First all vertices of X are declared to be the saddles of t lying
in the set Sing t. Similarly, all edges of X are declared to be the saddle
separatrix of t lying in the set Sep t. The direction of the flow t on the
above elements coincides with the orientation on edges of the embedded
orgraph X.
Let now C1 be a cycle on X defining a face F1 of the embedding X  M.
Let C2 , ..., Ck1 be those cycles on X, traced by the weight function +, which
together with C1 bound a handle H1 of genus +1 on M, see item (ii) above.
Flow t on the handle H1 is obtained from a highly transitive flow on
closed surface of genus +1 : one ‘‘blows-up’’ those saddles which are chosen
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to lie at the boundary of H1 . Note that condition (iv) of admission guaran-
tees ‘‘sufficiently many’’ saddle points of highly transitive flow to be blown-
up. Proceeding inductively for the rest of the ‘‘handles’’ H2 , ..., Hm one
comes to a non-wandering flow defined on the entire M. It remains to glue
either annulus or Mo bius strip as indicated by the ‘‘weighted’’ marked
cycles of graph X.
The realization of ‘exceptional’ cases of the conditions of admission is
evidentsee Proposition 2.
Theorem 2 is proven. K
7. CLASSIFICATION OF HAMILTONIAN FLOWS ON
2-MANIFOLDS
If | is a volume form on the manifold M, then the non-wandering flow is
given by a vector field v whose inner product iv| is a closed 1-form. In case the
inner product is an exact form, the flow is traditionally called a Hamiltonian
flow. The ‘‘elementary cells’’ of Hamiltonian flows are especially simple: no
quasiminimal sets may appear in this case. Combining Proposition 2 with
Theorems 1 and 2, one extracts the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Hamiltonian flows ,t1 , ,
t
2 are topologically equivalent if
and only if their ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graphs are equivalent. Moreover,
if X is a connected orgraph whose vertices are of valency 2n, n1 with n
entering and n exiting edges and there exists a rotation R such that every
cycle on X is coherently oriented with some of them having ‘‘weight ’’ \1,
then there exists the Hamiltonian flow on a 2-dimensional manifold M
(orientable or not) whose ConleyLyapunovPeixoto graph coincides with XR.
Proof. By the absence of Q-sets for the Hamiltonian flows, the weight
function + vanishes on all cycles of X; the first part of corollary follows.
Suppose that X and R are as is claimed in the corollary. Then by Heffter’s
theorem, there is a 2-cell embedding of X into an orientable surface M.
Each cell is filled-up with the periodic trajectories with the centre-type
singularity; other singularities are 2n-separatrix saddles. If certain cycles of
X have been ‘‘weighted’’ one should glue an annulus or the Mo bius strip
into Mcf. Remark 6. It is an easy exercise to construct a function
H: M  R such that dH is the 1-form iv| on M. K
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